Fleshmarket Close - Royal Mile
Sleeps 4
Price from £65
Check Availability & Book Property »
Fantastic 1 Bedroom Edinburgh Holiday Apartment located on The Royal Mile. This
fantastic one bedroom apartment has been decorated and laid out in a very modern
style. The views of The Royal Mile are magnificent!

Property Features
Travel Cot
Digital Freeview Tv
iPod Dock
Flat Screen TV
WiFi
Central Heating
Bathroom
Lounge

Room Schedule
Local Area
1 Bedroom Edinburgh Holiday Apartment on Fleshmarket Close and is situated on the second floor overlooking
Edinburgh Fringe Festival you can literally view all the exciting street performances from the apartment windows.
This modern one bedroom city centre apartment really is a hidden treasure amongst the bustling cobbled streets of
Edinburgh Holiday Apartment really does make if a fantastic place to stay.. Although not a huge flat it is perfect for a
couple or for 4 friends staying in Edinburgh for a few days or weeks holiday.
Lounge
A contemporary lounge with three large windows overlooking The Royal Mile. The open plan lounge and Kitchen/dining
area provide ample space to relax after a busy day in the City.
The lounge has wooden floors throughout... large rug, leather sofa and seating.. LCD TV and Free WiFi.
Master Bedroom
This unique second floor Edinburgh Holiday Apartment has just one double bedroom, with solid oak mirrored double
wardrobes, bed and chest drawers. We have fitted a leather sofa in the lounge and a unique Divan Ultra Aerobed that is
especially comfortable and gives an ideal base for families or a group of friends.. Easily sleeps 4 Adults.
Fresh linen and bedding / pillows are provided along with clean towels.
Kitchen
Although when staying on Edinburgh's Royal Mile the vast selection of fine dinning, traditional and contemporary
restaurants are literally on your doorstep, we have insured that our kitchen is fully equipped for your convenience.
Equipment. Gas hob, Electric oven, Microwave, Dishwasher, Kettle, Coffee Machine, Toaster, Fridge freezer and washing
machine / dryer.
Bathroom
This apartment has a small bathroom with bath, shower, hairdryer... perfect size for a few days in Edinburgh.
Another option
If this apartment is already booked or you need more space... we also have another apartment located one floor below.
By clicking "enquire" next to the apartment you can contact landlord direct.
RoyalMile Apartment
How to Book
To book this apartment simply click the 'Book' button to view our online calendar and book your required dates online.
Google+

Details
Edinburgh Apartments: Edinburgh Holiday Apartments | Fleshmarket Close

1 Bedroom Edinburgh Holiday Apartment.
199 High Street, Fleshmarket Close Edinburgh, UK, EH1 1QU
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